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From many customers!



MAYOR TAPIZADOS S.L. was founded is 1985. Since the begin-
ning the company has adopted a flexible and dynamic approach of 
how to adapt and develop to the constant changes in the market 
place.

We are one of the leading manufacturers in the world of upholstery, 
including latest technology sofa beds, modular design sofas all 
offered in both fabric and leather. Our ranges span from the very 
modern, to the contemporary and the avant guarde. The many 
sizes and the extensive range of accessories such as; sofa beds 
with easy opening, chaise lounges with fixed or opening top. 
Electrical reclining, sliding or fixed seats Corner units, crome or 
wood details, allows the customer to personalize their sofa accor-
ding to their individual needs. Our proven flexibility, the commercial 
price and quality relation and the perfect equation between design, 
function and comfort has been the keys to our constant growth 
both in the national market and in our export markets.

At present the company works from a more than 8000m2 modern 
factory, employing more than 60 qualified workers. Each employee 
taking part in the constant reinvention of the company. The 
horizontal management structure allows the work force to work in 
multi disciplined teams resulting in flexible and quick reactions to 
our customers needs.

Our current customer base includes customers from all of Spain 
and also counts France, UK, Cyprus, Algeria, Portugal, Estonia 
and Israel as part of our main markets.

Building on the strength of our domestic market we have also 
developed our own line of contract products under the brand name 
MAYOR BY DESIGN. In the contract division we offer personalized 
solutions for each project, combining existing designs with new 
ideas resulting in costumized proto types.

Company History

We adapt
in an agile and dynamic way 
to the needs of a market in 
continuous transformation.



Technology / Research and Development

we have always found the ideal mix 
between the inherited, traditional 
hand craft and the implementation of 
modern technology.

In the development of the company we have always found the ideal 
mix between the inherited, traditional hand craft and the implemen-
tation of modern technology. All our production departments 
include the latest generation of machinery and technology:

The many technological developments allow us to maximize the 
production process, maintaining the high level of quality.
Above all, we make sure that we select and control the best raw 
materials for our products.
Our latest development has been the installation of the Radio 
Frequency system that via a bar code reading, identifies the DNA 
of each product. The system offers a real time update of the 
progress of the order and identifies each individual team member 
involved in the production of the product. 
The information from the Radio Frequency system updates our 
EXTRANET and allows the company, the sales people and the 
final customer real time production updates.

• CNC machines in the Wood working section
• Latest software in the design department
• CNC digitalized marking of cutting patterns
• Single and multilayer cutting lines
• Double and triple seem sewing machines
• Automatic filling machines
• Special light tables for quality control of leather
• Tunnel for vacuum packing of product
• Barcode, radio frequency system controlling production and 
loading.

In the development,



Contract division: Mayor by design
INSTALLATION
For may years we have worked in the contract market supplying 
public and private customers, such as hotels, apartments, recep-
tion areas, meeting rooms, medical centers etc.
For us at Mayor Tapizados each project is unique and special. This 
means that our contract department carries out an indepth study 
over 4 fases:

1. Analyze the needs, the place, the environment and the people 
using the product
2. Design and price assessment
3. Planning
4. On time execution.

Depending on the type of project we offer the ideal product from 
our extensive catalogue range or we develop exclusive ad-hoc 
proto types for approval. Regardless of this we always find 
solutions that integrates design, esthetics and practical needs.
Naturally, the right selection of raw material creates the base 
foundation in the contract world. Fire resistant fabrics, resistant 
and easy clean materials, foams and fibres with special density 
and durability, stainless steel and specially treated woods……and 
all these materials with their corresponding certificate of guarantee 
and authentication.
Some of our latest projects are: Hotel Hylton Barcelona, Hotel 
Barceló Varadero de Tenerife, Anfiteatro cine Cannes, Hotel 
Sercotel Gran Luna de Granada, Hotel Palacio de Aiete de San 
Sebastián, Auditorio Universidad Complutense de Madrid…

Depending on project
we offer the ideal product from our 
extensive catalogue range or we 
develop exclusive ad-hoc proto types 
for approval.



Hotel Hilton

Hotel Hilton

Santa Mónica Suites Hotel.

Barcelo Jandía Playa

Instalaciones

Hotel Alcam Alió. Barcelona.

Hotel Barceló Margarita.

Hotel Barceló Margarita.

Santa Mónica Suites Hotel.

Santa Mónica Suites Hotel.

Hotel Palacio de Aiete.
San Sebastián

Stand Prototipo Feria 
Habitat de Valencia
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Headboards
Our specialized facilities for carpintry and uphols-
tery allows us to make any type of decorative 
headboard based on wood, fabric or a combina-
tion of both. In addition we can also offer the 
matching bedside locker, upholstered bed frame, 
storage bed and mattress. We create the comple-
te bedroom according to the information and the 
needs of our clients, making sure that each 
project is unique and exclusive.



Carpintry and
upholstery allows
us to make any type of decorative 
headboard based on wood, fabric 
or a combination of both.



Fixed Sofas
Individual rooms need individual sofás. 
Some times the decision factor is the 
esthetics, sometimes the function and 
other times the design. But common for 
all is that we make the sofa that best 
combines all the wishes of each client. 
Offering customized solutions allows us 
to make “customized sofas” utilizing the 
fabric cover that is best suited to the 
environment and the use it is meant for.



Customized
solutions
allows us to make “customized sofas”



Sofa Beds
Mayor Tapizados is at the forefront of the market for 
producing sofa beds. We work with all types of mecha-
nism and sizes. Including sofa beds with Italian system 
mechanism (where the easy opening system lets all 
cushions stay in place) mattress sizes from 90cm to 
160cm, sofa beds with chaise lounge, sofa beds with 
twin bed, sofa beds with under bed and sofa beds with 
click clack opening system. Analysing the room, the 
needs and wishes we offer the ideal sofa bed solution 
to our customer specification.

The forefront
of the market for producing sofa beds.





Sofa Beds



the needs and wishes we offer the ideal sofa 
bed solution to our customer specification.

Analysing the room



Arm chairs and recliners
There is no limit to the variation of chairs and recliners you will find in public 
places like hotels, receptions, meeting rooms hotel rooms etc. At Mayor we 
offer customized solutions for each project. Wing chairs, arm chairs, 
recliners, lounge chairs etc. Each piece of furniture fitting into the specific 
environment and with respect for design and function.

We make
each project unique and exclusive.





Complementary furniture
Our contract división always finds integrated solutions for each project. Often 
this also means supplying the extra pieces of furniture that complements and 
completes the project. 

Pieces like tables, coffee tables, shoe cabinets, puffs, luggage storage, all 
small elements that creates great solutions to the daily needs of public places.



Small elements
that creates great solutions to the 
daily needs of public places.
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